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The Anatomy and Life
Cycle of Mason Bees

“Entomologists distinguish bees from other

insects by the constricted waist between the
thorax and abdomen, two pairs of wings, their
mouth parts and segmented antennae that are
long and cylindrical.”
Mason bees carry pollen on a patch of stiff hairs
under the abdomen called a “scopa.” Honey
bees moisten the pollen with nectar and carry it
in a pollen basket of inwardly fringed hairs on
the back legs called a “corbicula.“
Mason bees are solitary, like most native bees.
This means they tend to their own brood and
don’t have a queen. They will nest in groups.
Orchard bees are active in the early spring,
followed by leafcutter bees. They require a
temperature of 55 degrees, lower than honey
bees.
They mate as soon as they emerge from their
cocoon. Males die after mating is completed.
Female bees begin immediately to provision
their nest wit a mixture of protein rich pollen,
nectar and saliva. She then lays an egg on the
mixture and seals the chamber with mud or a
leaf disk. She repeats the process until she lays
all of her 34 eggs into chambers. Each chamber
has 5-8 cells. She dies when the laying is
complete.

“The first brood cells that the
orchard bee makes (those that
are furthest back) will develop
into female bees, while the ones
closer to the entrance of the nest
will become males. Scientists
believe that bees do this for one
of two reasons. Males need to
emerge first so that they wait for
new females during mating
season – putting them closer to
the entrance helps them emerge
first. Bees also suffer nest
predation, and the brood closer
to the entrance would be
predated first. Females are much
more important to the
reproduction of a species than
males are. Putting the males as a
barrier increases the survival and
fitness of the species.”

Preferred Habitat
and Environment
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In nature, orchard bees will nest in old
termite holes, plant stems, and other
tunnel-like structures.
Artificial nesting sites can be simple or
elaborate. Materials are readily available
and often free. Nests can be used in any
setting as long as a few requirements are
met.
Placement is crucial. Nest should be in a
sunny, level location, facing South East
towards the morning sun.
The location should have a diversity of
early pollen bearing plants, trees and
shrubs.
Mason bees require a source of wet clay
mud to seal their egg chambers.
Provision of water for drinking and
building is recommended.
Nests can be placed from 1-4 feet off the
ground. Be sure that they are not
obstructed by plants.
Orchard bees will travel 400-500 yards
from their nest to collect pollen and
nectar.

Threats to Pollinators
•

Habitat Loss and fragmentation
limits the diversity of plants needed
for foraging, nesting and
reproduction.

•

Introduction of non-native
organisms used for biological

control can inadvertently disrupt
ecosystems.

•

Climate change, or climate
destabilization threatens the

timing and location of plant blooms.
This throws off the synchronization
for pollinators. It is also causing loss
and change of range, resulting in
extinction of some species.

•

“Pesticides can kill pollinators

directly, reduce reproduction, and
kill the plants they need to survive.”
IPM is essential for professionals,
home owners and farmers. Widely
used in agriculture, Neonicotinoids
are of particular concern for all bees.

The House That We
Built

In the summer of 2018, Sharon
was intrigued by a photo of a bee
house sent from her sister in law
in England. Curious, she looked
on Pinterest and was amazed
and inspired by the array of
designs, from simple to
extravagant. She learned how
easy they were to build and
maintain, sharing photos with
Laura and discussing the idea of
making one for the College of
Engineering. The idea took off,
and we started sharing thoughts
on construction and doing
research. We were on a mission!
We gathered plant material from
the prairie, tree bark, bricks,
pinecones and TP rolls.

This Old House
A salvaged pump cover
served as our pallet. Our
students shored up the
rickety old cedar
structure and added
some shelving. We made
the “W” from wood
scraps found in the
recycling.
We trimmed and cut
our plant material and
corrugated cardboard to
6 inches, and filled tp
rolls, stacking them into
the house. Our house
began to take shape!

Form and Function
Collaboration and idea
sharing allowed us to be
creative. But we had to
research to be sure all of
our materials were safe for
the future inhabitants.
By now we were learning
that our house could be
home to more than just the
native bees. We began to
understand the intricacy of
the ecosystems we were
trying to support. Our “Bee
House” became a
“Pollinator House”. We
began placing different
plant materials to
accommodate a diversity of
beneficial insects.

Details
As we finished assembly, we
utilized leftover materials to
fill gaps and crevices.
We stapled chicken wire to
protect the insects from birds
and other predators.
We built the base for our
house and topped it with a
slab of live oak.

The (Nearly) Finished
Product
The site for the Pollinator
house has been selected
and signage is being
created. We will be
installing it at the
beginning of April, 2019.
We view this project as an
experiment and an
opportunity for continued
learning. We look forward
to monitoring the house
and recording our
findings. We hope to share
our findings with you in
the future.

Our Conclusions
•

•

•

The idea to build a Mason bee house
quickly evolved into a research project.
We began to learn about the importance
of our less well known pollinators and
how to create habitat for many species
“under one roof.”
The simplicity of the concept got us
excited about sharing it. Although we
have a native ecosystem at the College of
Engineering, we learned that pollinator
houses can be beneficial in any setting.
With minimal cost and effort and huge
ecological benefits, we all can support
native pollinators in scale to any
landscape.
We plan on continuing our research,
identifying, monitoring and learning
from the inhabitants of our house. We
will keep records, experiment with
wintering over the cocoons, and seeing
where we can improve. We are excited to
share this experiment with you and hope
you’ll join us.
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